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38 killed in
bus plunge

THIRTYY EIGHT people
Yhave died in Ethiopia after
the bus they were travelling in plunged off a cliff.
The accident happened
in Legambo district in the
Amhara region, north of
the capital Addis Ababa.
Local officials have
confirmed 28 men and 10
women were killed.
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Death penalty
to be sought
US prosecutors are seeking
the death penalty for the
teenager accused of killing
17 people at a Florida high
school last month.
Nikolas Cruz, 19, has
admitted carrying out the
attack.
The attack was the
deadliest US school
shooting since 2012.
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€51,561

Portmarnock Sports and Leisure Club
in North Dublin

€150,000

Aerial view of Malahide Golf Club in
North Dublin

€11,633

Terenure College Rugby Football Club
in South Dublin

€103,430

Balbriggan Golf Club is located in
North Dublin

€624

The Good Counsel GAA and Camogie
Club in Drimnagh, South Dublin

€97,760

Slade Valley Golf Club in Brittas, South
Dublin

SPORT
Turkish army
circles city
THE Turkish military says
it has surrounded the
Kurdish-held city of Afrin
in northern Syria
A statement said troops
and rebels had captured
“important areas”.
A source confirmed all
roads into the city were
being targeted by Turkish
shellfire.

PM escapes
convoy blast
P
PALESTINIAN
PM Rami
Hamdallah has escaped
after an explosion targeted
his convoy in Gaza.
No group has said it
carried out the attack.
The Palestinian
Authority held the militant
Hamas movement, which
dominates
Gaza,
responsible.

EXCLUSIVE

BY SAOIRSE McGARRIGLE

MILLIONS of euro of taxpayersí cash
are being pumped into posh sports
clubs as young athletes from disad≠
vantaged areas lose out.
Sports Minister Shane Ross sparked
fury when he bragged about giving
€150,000 to the fee-paying Wesley College
in Dublin.
But the Irish Mirror can now reveal the
Government is set to hand over another
€150,000 to a top private golf club in the
capital that costs €8,400 to join.
At the same time a gymnastics
programme in deprived Fatima Mansions
in Rialto, South Dublin, has received 300
times less – a paltry €489.
Opposition sports spokeswoman
Imelda Munster last night blasted the

of Transport, Tourism and
Sports Capital Programme, saying: “It’s to look at where this
Sport last week published
the Government buying votes by money is going.
targeting its own middle-class clubs.”
“This is a Fine Gael
It is nothing the result of appeals made
by clubs that missed the cut
The Louth representative has now
Government buying
less than
for grants from the 2017
called for an independent
votes by favouring
probe into where the money
middle class
inequality budget.
is going.
areas.
Five private golf clubs
in the
The Sinn Fein TD said:
“Something
scored, while a boxing club
“This is meant to be for
distribution for aspiring young athletes
like a golf club
boxing clubs taking chilshouldn’t even
lost out.
of grants
dren off the streets.
be on the radar
Three of the golf clubs are
“It’s beyond shocking, it’s
for these allocaIMELDA MUNSTER
in Dublin – Malahide Golf
stomach-churning.
SINN FEIN TD YESTERDAY
tions.
Club received €150,000,
“It is nothing less than
“Clubs like this
Balbriggan €103,430 and
discrimination and
don’t warrant funding from this Slade Valley €97,760.
inequality in the distribuprogramme when there are so
County Long ford Golf Club was
tion of these grants.
many other areas that awarded €50,900, while Enniscorthy in
“We need a
need assistance.”
Wexford got €58,000.
thorough
The Department
Overall, golf clubs benefitted from
investiIN FIRING LINE
almost
€2million in funding the
gation
Shane Ross
Sports Capital Programme. Meanwhile,

